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I am delighted to announce that the Pain Management and
Therapy (AAPMT) is a new journal that gives me the
opportunity to present the journal's accomplishments in
2019.
Pain Management and Therapy is an open access journal
whose main purpose is to provide the most important and
authoritative source of information on current pain
management and therapy trends and discoveries. Pain can
be any form of mild, moderate or extreme, according to
which either non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs or
strong opioids can be used to treat it. Pain management can
be described as the vital part of medicine, the aim of which
is to provide patients with ease and chronic pain relief
through
interdisciplinary
approaches
including
physiotherapy, medication, psychology and other therapies.
AAPMT has published all the issue at the given time and
preprint were also published and dispatched within 30 days
of the publication of the article online.
AAPMT accepts manuscripts of all forms such as research
papers, case reports, review reports, short commentary,
mini review etc. The objective of this journal is to share and
deliver content work done by researchers and scholars in the
field of pain management and its treatment using many
types of therapy. AAPMT is the high impact journal; and
indexing is under development by different indexing
agencies. AAPMT has published 2 research articles and 1
commentary in issue 1and issue 2 contains 1 research
article,1short commentary, and 1 young research Forum all
issues comes under volume 3.

AAPMT also submitted a total of 17 papers from the year
2017 to 2019. All the 7 articles submitted to this journal
went through a peer review process some of them are
subject to revision and the remaining papers are accepted
and released for further processing. The time taken for an
article to be published is even less the article should be
published within 7 days of editors approving it.
In the preliminary screening several papers were
dismissed due to plagiarism or being out of style. Some of
them are updated and the remaining papers have been
subjected to the peer review process and are accepted for
further processing. This journal's additional advantage is
that the editors are the sole decision. Review process and
method of peer review conducted within a given time
frame. If in the peer review process any manuscript is not
approved, the author is given another chance to change
the manuscript. Journal uses online broadcasting and
multiple social media channels such as Twitter, Linked In,
and Facebook for recent updates about what's going on in
the newspaper to make people aware of the trend-setting
topics of AAPMT. I would like to acknowledge the
contribution of all reviewers, and other supporting
peoples during the final editing of the published articles
and the help provided by the editorial assistants in
bringing out AAPMT issues in time. I am very thankful to
them for giving me this opportunity to appreciate the
work and other peoples for making this journal successful.
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